ACDA ALL-STATE CHOIRS
RECORDINGS ORDER FORM

AUDIO CDs
EACH GROUP SOLD SEPARATELY. EACH DISC CONTAINS ALL SELECTIONS OF THAT GROUP,
CD PRICE: $15 EA.

CHILDREN’S CHOIR CD ___ QTY. WOMEN’S CHOIR CD ___ QTY.
YOUTH TREBLE CHOIR CD ___ QTY. MEN’S CHOIR CD ___ QTY.
YOUTH MIXED CHOIR CD ___ QTY. $______ TOTAL

***********************************************************

DVD & BLU-RAY VIDEO
EACH GROUP SOLD SEPARATELY. EACH DISC CONTAINS ALL SELECTIONS OF THAT GROUP,
DVD PRICE: $25 EA. BLU-RAY PRICE: $35 EA.

CHILDREN’S CHOIR: DVD ___ QTY. BLU-RAY ___ QTY.
WOMEN’S CHOIR: DVD ___ QTY. BLU-RAY ___ QTY.
YOUTH TREBLE CHOIR: DVD ___ QTY. BLU-RAY ___ QTY.
MEN’S CHOIR: DVD ___ QTY. BLU-RAY ___ QTY.
YOUTH MIXED CHOIR: DVD ___ QTY. BLU-RAY ___ QTY. $______ TOTAL

PRICES INCLUDE TAX AND DELIVERY (ALLOW 6 WEEKS). ORDERS RECEIVED
PRIOR TO THE PERFORMANCES WILL BE GIVEN THE EARLIEST DELIVERY.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.HGRECORDINGS.COM
OR
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER (SORRY, NO C.O.D.S) TO:

H & G RECORDED PRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 73991
METAIRIE, LA  70033-3991

_________________________ ________________________
YOUR NAME AREA CODE & PHONE NUMBER

_________________________ ________________________
STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE & ZIP

TO CONTACT H & G:
(504) 469-7963 OR BENHARDY@COX.NET